


VOCABULARY AND PRONUNCIATION 
Compound words 

Compound noun. and adjective. 
Words can combine to make new words. 

Look at the examples. Which are nouns and which are adjectives? 

lifestyle lifelong life-size 

life expectancy life insurance 
Your dictionary can tell you when to use hyphens and spaces. 

1 Read the compounds aloud. Which words are stressed? 

1 How many compounds can you make by combining 
the words in the circle with the words around it? 

made wife proud 
work sick 

coming less 

plant 
page 

grown 
town bound warming 

Which are nouns and which are adjectives? Use your 
dictionary to help with the meaning and the spelling. 

"In the circumstances, I think we should skip 
the housewarming party." 

2 liD Listen to five conversations. After each 
conversation, decide who is talking and what about. 

liD Listen again. Which compounds in exercise 1 
are used? 

12 Unit 1 • Home and away! 

1 Complete these lines with one of the compounds. 

1 I'm going away for two weeks. Do you think you 

could possibly water my ? 

2 Don't worry, I know how you are. 

I'll make sure your flat stays clean and tidy. 

3 Let's give her a spectacular party when 

she gets back from New York. 
4 Me? I'm just a ____ . Four kids, ___ _ 

cakes, and vegetables! 

5 We're having a party on the 12th. 

Can you come? I'll give you our new address. 

6 The drag is, with it being much bigger, there's much 

more" to do! 

7 Poor boy. I never thought he'd feel so ____ _ 

8 Her grandma's sick and , so they have to 

go and help. 

OII!I Listen and check. 

4 Practise saying the lines in exercise 3 with correct stress 
and intonation. Use them to help you remember more of 
the conversations. Act some of them out with a partner. 

S How many compounds can you make using a word from 
A and a word from B? There is sometimes more than 
one option for each word in A. 

A 

book tea 
computer sleeping 
air door junk 
open food 
fire head 

B 

pill line way case bell 
light air house bag software 
escape office poisoning pot 
step rest alarm shelf port 
program food conditioning 

Compare your words in groups. Check the meanings. 
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